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SGE2011- Innisbrook! It has been a few years but we are returning to one of our favorite places -
Innisbrook! This is a fabulous place with 4 courses including the world famous Copperhead Course where
the PGA Tour "Transitions" tournament was played 2 weeks ago. The pros absolutely raved about the course.
We are playing this course twice including the final round Thursday morning to determine the Champion

GOFFER of 2011. Also, Innisbrook has the Island Course which is every bit as good and our other 2
tournament rounds will be played on Island. Then the other 2 courses- North and South - will host our "fun"
events on Tuesday and Wednesday afternoons..

Add to this the fact that Innisbrook has invested $25M in their facilities over the last 5 years. I went there in
January to check it out before signing the contract and was very impressed. I am confident y'all will like it as
much as I did.

We have a great package - 2 rounds on Copperhead, 2 rounds on Island, 1 round each on North and South, all
cart fees, unlimited range access, full breakfast for 3 days and full lunch for 3 days, beautiful condos to stay
in - guys, this place is real special!!!

Once again we used GolfTripGenius and it is a terrific tool; my thanks to Dick Anderson for his work in
putting together this package and I'm sure all of you will really enjoy the Trip Book for a keepsake.

So enjoy! 20 GOFFERS - 4 days of Golf. It does not get any better than this!

GOFF YOUR BALL!!

The Commish
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Special Rules

We will be playing "partner" Best Ball for 9 holes and then swap Partners on back 9n [A players team with B
players for each 9]. Your Best Ball score for those 18 will carry forward; you will have six[6] 9-hole scores
for a Net 54 score to determine Final Four for Thursday morning Championship. FOR SCORING PURPOSES,
please be sure you play front nine players 1 and 2 versus players 3 and 4. On the back nine, it will be 1 and
4 versus 2 and 3. Player positions are set by the GolfTripGenius pairings and scorecards.

"Super Senior" tees On all par fives, players over 70 may hit from the standard whites tees. ALL other
players must move back one tee on par fives. We will be playing most courses at around 6100 yards. The
back tees on the par 5's will extend the yardage to around 6300 yards. There will be no handicap
adjustments made for the different tees.

Mulligans on the first tee in the morning round only

Putts may be give WITHIN THE LEATHER. (standard putter leather -- not WIrt and Scrape's putters)

Play the ball DOWN.

Any rules interpretations will be provided by the Commish- thee is NO appeals process!!!
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2006 at Grand Cypress Belly Bump!

I still have this shirt! Grenelefe- what year?
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DMT-all my good shots go bad! Mr. Trophy

3 of a kind! Wave from the Bridge!
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DICK ANDERSON

This guy can play! He is a
Man among the Boys of SGE!
Just as the ball coming off
Tiger's clubface makes a
different sound, so it is with
DA's: goffers, that is called
"compressing the ball". Still
without a victory at SGE and
will not get a "W" until he
graduates from the Scrape
School of Advantage
Handicapping! DA, you
cannot win with a 0.8
Index!!!!

HCP :: 0.8

GENE HENRY

What can we say? Once a
good game- now in
shambles! Documented
worst sand player in SGE-
perhaps this disease has
spread to the rest of his
game. Lessons from
everyone including
cyberspace via Internet. Still
a bad player. Destined to
become nonplaying
Commish! But still loves the
game!

HCP :: 14.5

FRANK ELLIOTT

The Haines City "Intrepid
Reporter" can also goff his
ball. Good low index, good
swing, great attitude, tour
long-- why can't this guy win
the SGE! It must have
something to do with
California- maybe Scoop
would really rather be
surfing or going to the
Academy Awards. He just is
not in the moment of golf.
However, this may be his
year- he loves Innisbrook and
has the "big" game to bring
down Copperhead.

HCP :: 6.1

PLAYER PROFILES
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DAVE BOUCHER

The "Docta of Scrape"; owns
his swing- but who wants to
own the Poughkeepsie Kiss-
Cut. As Scrape has aged he
seem much more interested
in doctoring his handicap
than learning to play! Made
a drastic change years ago
by going to "broom" putter
[which actually helped but
when you are a truly bad
putter all is relative!]. Now
seems to think the color of
his driver is the most
important decision!

HCP :: 12.7

DON COGGIOLA

The COGG! Could this be the
year! He caught lightning in
a bottle one year- way back
when Grenelefe was the
magic place! Just as
Grenelefe went out of
business, so did Cogg's
goffing game. In SGE2010 he
lapped the field for 3 rounds,
then did a Greg Norman
during Championship to fall
off the leader board
completely; sad- very sad.
Will he win this year? Afraid
not- appears destined to me
Colin Montgomery of SGE
and never close the deal. But
he has a great looking wife!

HCP :: 19.1

WIRT COOK

"West Coast Wirt"!
Workin'Wirt" Everyone
retired but Wirt. I guess he
keeps working to pay Nancy
Pelosi's salary. But no doubt
about it this guy can play!
He always show up with his
"A" game and no need for a
Sean Foley do-over. He will
play that Nicklaus power
fade and brush the putts in
with his broom. YES SIR!

HCP :: 5.8
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AL DUFFIELD

Duffield. will he ever live
down winning the SGE back
in the Partner days with T-
Bone as his partner while
only helping on 1 hole! Not if
Tom has anything to do with
reminding everyone. Now
Duffer lives the good life-
escaping those California
taxes by living in Nevada and
wintering in Palm Desert.
Still owns a great game- but
that screaming hook always
seems to show up. A really
solid player- could this be his
year???

HCP :: 12.1

STEVE HEARD

Steve "Seldom" Heard- a
charter SGE goffer. And our
token lefty. For years he was
always there. Will we see a
return this year? Seldom has
renewed confidence from
watching the prowess of
wrong-siders: Phil wins
Masters, Bubba is longest
driver on tour- why not
Seldom! Plus, he has
attended Scrape
handicapping school and in
fact has a graduate degree.
Bringing a new set of irons
to SGE2011 so hope he is
your partner!

HCP :: 17.8

DAVE GAFFNEY

How many times has Gaff
won!! This goffer can get the
horse in the barn; you do not
want him to be between you
and Mr. Trophy on the Final
Day. Arguably, the best
putter in SGE history- but
that was in the days of the
BullsEye. Not so sure now.
But the Watty odds will still
have him as a favorite and he
will be a factor. If Jack can
win at 46 then why not Gaff!

HCP :: 9.1
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BILL JACKSON

Back on Day 1 of 1st SGE at
Grenelefe- "Action" Jackson
walked back to Green Tips-
all 7300 yards with shortest
Par 3 being 220 yards and
said "where are the hard
holes"! Just a great player.
Can technology bring back
his glory days? Maybe not-
but playing White Tees may
do it. Watch out!!

HCP :: 13.7

PAT KEARNEY

PK is not short for Pat
Kearney- it is for Pretzel
King! Owner of 1st Hole-in-
One at SGE on famous East
Course. Actually is one of the
few who has improved his
game thru the years. He will
be a welcome partner to
anyone and expect him to
make a run at Final 4 and
Old Man Par.

HCP :: 14.5

DOUG LEGRANDE

La Grape- truly one of a
kind! He has brought us
some of SGE's most
memorable moments. His
wit- he is like a rattlesnake-
you hear him before he
strikes- but he strikes with a
wit that you always lose the
war of words. Works hard on
his game- has no chance of
winning: why, he is now
almost an "A" player and
cannot breathe such thin air!
Plus, spending the entire
winter in Naples playing
with Scrape cannot help!

HCP :: 14.5
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RALPH MARTINO

Guido- the owner of the Sky-
Hook [or does it own him?].
Guido has been here since
Day 1- in fact, he originated
SGE but way back then was
Sawgrass Spring
Extravaganza. Guido will
always be known for showing
up and shooting 78 in
practice round-then followed
by 3 rounds over 90. The 2nd
worst sand player- but a mile
ahead of Commish here.
Seems to think that "onset"
irons will help his game- now
that is the ultimate attempt
to buy the game. In fact, he
owns the only set of these
clubs ever sold! But he made
great linguini and spaghetti!

HCP :: 11.2

TOM SMITH

T-Bone; another one of a
kind. Once known for
shouting at the "god damned
birds chirping" while
playing, T-Bone now has
gone from the "fall back &
fire" swing to becoming a
really good player. In fact,
too good as he may have the
only honest handicap at SGE
and therefore at a great
disadvantage to winning
again. Maybe some handicap
management from Scrape is
in order. But when you live at
Spring Island life is always
good!

HCP :: 9.2

TOM SPROTT

Kansas City Sprotty! How
could this guy have never
won! A swing that has never
changed and now refined the
entire winter in Palm Desert.
The Commish has picked
Sprotty perennially to win-
but he never does. But his
handicap is about 3 strokes
above what it has always
been [perhaps some Scrape
influence] so this could be
the year.NOT!

HCP :: 10.8
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DAVE THILLEN

"Thor" Thillen- an American
goff success story. When this
guy started coming 30 years
ago, he flat could not play!
Great athlete but could not
goff! After hitting 1
MILLION range balls and
working thru the unique
swing of "The Big Cock" he
now is among the elite of
SGE players- single digit
index, hits it long and very
competitive. But don't know
about that putting technique-
a bit weird!

HCP :: 8.4

DAVID THOMAS

DMT just gets better each
year. The question is- should
we have him pee in a cup or
really divulge the source of
his new-found goffing skills?
Actually, you can buy a
game: Gator is on board of
Titleist and spends more
hours than Rory McIlroy at
Titleist Fitting Center. And
Scotty Cameron personally
fits his putters. So the real
question is- why he does not
win every year. Now if he
would only stop watching
Tiger at Isleworth!

HCP :: 5.0

PHIL TURRIE

Philly- SGE2010 Champion
GOFFER! And he did not
even plan to attend- now that
is what I call a Victory Lap!
Planning 2nd career as
spokesman for The Villages,
this guy is amazing; hardly
ever plays but when he does
he is really good. But just in
case he is thinking of a
2peat, the Commish wants to
remind him that the last trip
Innisbrook the winner was-
The Commish [Philly was
2nd!]. Play good!

HCP :: 13.4
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LARRY WATSON

Watty is back for another go
at the Championship- loves
these White tees. Hole-in-
One at Grenelefe South #3-
200+ yard Par 3! Has won
before and could win again.
Down in Texas playing golf
and politics. Countless hours
on Internet sending emails.
Just announced as newest
member of Obama's cabinet-
therefore, absolutely NFW
for being competitive at
SGE2011!!!

HCP :: 17.9

MIKE MCCARTY

Mikey, once probably had
best swing of all. But years
of fighting corporate
America has eroded his once
admirable skills. Always a
good bet to show up with the
latest technology in clubs-
now more likely to show up
in newest BMW! Glad to be
back after missing SGE2010
due to business conflict.
Maybe that old magic will
show up- has he been taking
lessons from Sean Foley!

HCP :: 9.4
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TOURNAMENTS
SGE CHAMPIONSHIP

Rounds: Mon (12:44 PM), Tue (08:12 AM), and Wed (08:21 AM)

Pair by: AB

Format: Stroke, Pair v. Field, Both 9s w. partner swap

Handicap: USGA Net

Payout over all rounds: 1st: 200 points, 2nd: 100

Selected holes: All 9

Selected round(s): All (9 hole rounds)

The ultimate prize in competitive golf -- the SGE
Championship. The final four will be decided by your
score in the Monday afternoon, Tuesday and Wednesday
morning rounds. Each round you will have a different
partner for front and back nine. Your score is the your
teams net best ball. Final four will be the low stroke
total over 54 holes.

The final four will play together on Thursday morning for
"Mr Trophy". The format will once again be Match Play vs
OMP [Old Man Par] using your full handicap.

MONDAY, TUESDAY, WED SKINS
Rounds: Mon (12:44 PM), Tue (08:12 AM), and Wed (08:21 AM)

Format: Skins-no carry, Player v. Field, Own Ball

Handicap: USGA Net

Payout over all rounds: Skins won: 180 points

On each of the tournament rounds, will we have net skins
competition. $180 will be split among the skin winners
at the end of 3 days. This is an amazing capability of
GolfTripGenius as it would be impossible to do otherwise.
These are Net Skins.

MONDAY BEST BALL OF 4SOME
Round: Mon (12:44 PM)

Format: Stroke, Foursome v. Field

Handicap: USGA Net

Payout for each round: 1st: 100 points

Each SGE tournament round has a Foursome tournament.
Monday's will be one net best ball of the foursome. No

surprise here as we have played this for years and
everyone enjoys this.
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TUESDAY 2 BEST BALLS OF 4SOME
Round: Tue (08:12 AM)

Format: Stroke, Foursome v. Field, Best 2 Balls

Handicap: USGA Net

Payout for each round: 1st: 100 points

Tuesday's Foursome tournament will be 2 net best balls
of the foursome.

TUESDAY PM ABCD 2 BEST BALLS OF 4SOME
Round: Tue (02:00 PM)

Pair by: ABCD

Format: Stroke, Foursome v. Field, Best 2 Balls

Handicap: USGA Net

Payout for each round: 1st: 160 points

Afternoon fun round Foursomes are made of ABCD
players. Tournament is 2 net best balls of the foursome.

WEDNESDAY 3 BEST BALLS OF 4SOME
Round: Wed (08:21 AM)

Format: Stroke, Foursome v. Field, Best 3 Balls

Handicap: USGA Net

Payout for each round: 1st: 100 points

Wednesday's Foursome match is 3 net best balls of the
foursome.

WEDNESDAY SHAMBLE
Round: Wed (01:35 PM)

Pair by: ABCD

Format: Stroke, Foursome v. Field

Handicap: None (Gross)

Payout for each round: Winner takes all: 160 points

By now we are all "played out" The afternoon round is a
shamble format. Everyone tees off (unless Anderson or
Elliott hit a long one) and then everyone plays in from the
best drive using your full handicap. Format is one net
best ball of the foursome. Should be some great scores
here!
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SCUZZBALL "CHAMPIONSHIP"

Round: Thu (07:30 AM)

Format: Stroke, Group (player) v. Group, Own Ball

Handicap: USGA Net

Payout for each round: 1st: 100 points, 2nd: 50

We all know this is the real championship. And we also
know that none of the participants have been able to
shoot a low score yet. So this is your chance. At the
end of 18 holes, you get to choose one par 5, one par 4,
and one par 3 to subtract from your net score. The
winner of the 15 hole tournament is SGE 2011
SCUZZBALL.
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PURSE SUMMARY
TOURNAMENT ROUNDS PAYOUT FOR

EACH ROUND
PAYOUT OVER
ALL ROUNDS TOTAL PURSE

SGE Championship Mon (12:44 PM), Tue (08:12 AM), and Wed (08:21 AM) 0 300 300

Monday, Tuesday, Wed Skins Mon (12:44 PM), Tue (08:12 AM), and Wed (08:21 AM) 0 180 180

Monday Best Ball of 4some Mon (12:44 PM) 100 0 100

Tuesday 2 best balls of 4some Tue (08:12 AM) 100 0 100

Tuesday PM ABCD 2 best balls
of 4some Tue (02:00 PM) 160 0 160

Wednesday 3 best balls of
4some Wed (08:21 AM) 100 0 100

Wednesday Shamble Wed (01:35 PM) 160 0 160

Scuzzball "Championship" Thu (07:30 AM) 150 0 150

770 480 1250
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MONDAY PM Innisbrook - Island Course

12:44PM D. Thomas (6) D. Boucher (15) T. Sprott (13) A. Duffield (14)

12:52PM W. Cook (7) L. Watson (21) D. Thillen (10) P. Turrie (16)

01:00PM D. Anderson (1) D. Coggiola (23) D. Gaffney (11) D. Le Grande (17)

01:08PM F. Elliott (7) S. Heard (21) T. Smith (11) G. Henry (17)

01:18PM M. Mc Carty (11) P. Kearney (17) R. Martino (13) B. Jackson (16)

TUESDAY AM Innisbrook - Copperhead Course

08:12AM T. Smith (11) L. Watson (21) M. Mc Carty (11) D. Boucher (15)

08:20AM W. Cook (7) S. Heard (20) T. Sprott (12) D. Le Grande (17)

08:28AM D. Thomas (6) P. Kearney (17) D. Gaffney (10) P. Turrie (15)

08:36AM F. Elliott (7) D. Coggiola (22) D. Thillen (10) B. Jackson (16)

08:44AM D. Anderson (1) G. Henry (17) R. Martino (13) A. Duffield (14)

TUESDAY PM Innisbrook - South Course

02:00PM D. Gaffney (10) L. Watson (20) F. Elliott (7) A. Duffield (14)

02:10PM D. Boucher (14) D. Coggiola (22) R. Martino (13) W. Cook (7)

02:20PM D. Thillen (10) P. Kearney (16) G. Henry (16) T. Sprott (12)

02:30PM P. Turrie (15) D. Anderson (1) M. Mc Carty (11) S. Heard (20)

02:40PM D. Thomas (6) T. Smith (10) D. Le Grande (16) B. Jackson (16)

TEE SHEET
White Tee

White Tee

Green Tee
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WEDNESDAY AM Innisbrook - Island Course

08:21AM D. Thillen (10) D. Le Grande (17) M. Mc Carty (11) A. Duffield (14)

08:30AM T. Smith (11) D. Coggiola (23) T. Sprott (13) P. Turrie (16)

08:38AM W. Cook (7) G. Henry (17) D. Gaffney (11) B. Jackson (16)

08:46AM D. Anderson (1) P. Kearney (17) F. Elliott (7) D. Boucher (15)

08:54AM D. Thomas (6) L. Watson (21) R. Martino (13) S. Heard (21)

WEDNESDAY PM Innisbrook - North Course

01:35PM D. Coggiola (22) D. Thomas (6) G. Henry (17) M. Mc Carty (11)

01:44PM W. Cook (7) A. Duffield (14) P. Kearney (17) T. Smith (11)

01:52PM T. Sprott (13) B. Jackson (16) D. Anderson (1) L. Watson (21)

02:00PM S. Heard (21) D. Boucher (15) D. Gaffney (11) D. Thillen (10)

02:10PM P. Turrie (16) D. Le Grande (17) R. Martino (13) F. Elliott (7)

THURSDAY AM Innisbrook - Copperhead Course

07:30AM W. Cook (7) M. Mc Carty (11) F. Elliott (7)

07:38AM D. Boucher (15) B. Jackson (16) P. Turrie (15)

07:46AM D. Thomas (6) T. Smith (11) G. Henry (17) S. Heard (20)

07:54AM L. Watson (21) P. Kearney (17) D. Coggiola (22) D. Le Grande (17)

08:00AM D. Anderson (1) D. Thillen (10) R. Martino (13) D. Gaffney (10)

White Tee

Black Tee

White Tee
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OTHER EVENTS
MON, 04/11 :: 06:00PM Island #18: Grape Vs Scrape Redo!

MON, 04/11 :: 07:00PM BBQ At The Ozona Pig!!!

TUE, 04/12 :: 07:30PM Dinner At Innisbrook-Sports Bar

WED, 04/13 :: 07:30PM Awards Dinner: Innisbrook TBD
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Press Release

Reversal of Fortune…Thomas Trundles from First to Worst!!!

Haines City, FL (April 21, 2010)...Yogi Berra once said, “You can observe a lot just by watching.” That
appears to be the case for our intrepid reporter each year in covering the annual SGE Tournament. This
year’s competition was no exception as the main storyline began to emerge even prior to the event when one
Mr. David M. Thomas signaled his intention to keep the coveted SGE Travelling Trophy for another year.
However, a combination of sterling play by combatants Phil Turrie, Dave Gaffney, Bill Jackson and Don
Coggiola, disadvantageous pairings resulting from the application of new golf trip software, and the complete
lack of understanding as to how to assign proper player handicaps when competing from different tee boxes
by SGE Commissioner, Gene “Hooty” Henry has resulted in a remarkable turnaround from one year to the
next. In other words, Mr. Thomas goes from “First to Worst” in a single year and is left searching for answers
as to how this could occur….to a competitor of his caliber. To be fair, Mr. Thomas birdied the final two holes
in the preliminary rounds to secure a tie for 19th and a share of the worst performance in the 2010
competition.

Of course, sports history and lore are filled with remarkable stories of teams who go from “worst to first” in a
single season. Most recently, the 2008 Tampa Bay Rays come to mind. I’m sure many of the SGE faithful
recall how their beloved Atlanta Braves achieved the same astonishing feat in 1991. However, the reverse
scenario (First to Worst) is generally not worthy of significant coverage by the mainstream media. That, of
course, is not the case with our Haines City Citizen’s sports desk! The search for truth is what our intrepid
reporter does best…and unlike the mercurial performance of Mr. Thomas’ golf game, we do it consistently,
year in and year out, season after season. And so it is, with that track record of independent, fair minded
reporting that we attack this storyline.

Let’s follow the facts in the case. Over three rounds of preliminary competition Mr. Thomas’ performance is
best described as “fair to middling” shooting gross scores of 77, 77 and 79 which simply means he would
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have personally delivered 214 net points in the tournament even if he had no partners. While some
combinations of partnering yielded as many as 30 points of improvement, in David’s case, his pairings
delivered a modest 17 points of improvement. Therefore, we must ask ourselves, “Why can’t otherwise
talented golfers perform well when teamed with Mr. Thomas?”

For that answer we asked the several teammates who contributed to his lackluster 2010 tournament. Round
one partners Dick Anderson and Wirt Cook preferred not to comment as they expect to continue participating
in the event for many years to come. However, the real culprits in this saga were the Round 2 and Round 3
companions, players who not only relish their role as SGE Scuzzballs for Life, but are more than satisfied to
simply take delight in witnessing the agony of others. For example, when asked about the performance of
their pairing in the second round, Doug (Le Grape) LeGrande offered this. “I can honestly say I truly enjoyed
each and every shot. The shot of Jack Daniels was my favorite.”

Steve (Seldom) Heard, Dave’s partner for the back 9 was asked for his assessment. “Dave needs to reset his
expectations if he thinks counting on someone else to carry his mail is a viable winning strategy at the SGE.
And he has known for years that when partnered with me, it’s time to step up and deliver. On the other hand,
I was counting on him to help me advance in the tournament and I have to say, this year, he was a real
disappointment!”

Round 3 partner, Ralph (Guido) Martino was totally miffed when challenged on this issue that he was part of a
lineup of less than stellar teammates. He said, “I brought my “A” game to The Reunion and fully intended to
give 110 percent because there is no “I” in Team and the only difference between a champ and a chump is
you!” Our intrepid reporter moved on.

Dave’s final partner was Bill “Action” Jackson who offered this practical assessment. In Dave’s case, the
proverbial fat lady had sung by the time we teed off. So, I figured he would want to try and make SGE history
in 2011 by going from “worst to first”. In order to do that, you have to first be worst. I’m proud to say I
helped Dave position himself for next year’s tournament. It will still be a challenge for him as I intend to play
from the “red” tees next year.
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As the pairings issue seems more and more muddled, our reporter turned his attention to the handicapping
scheme that resulted in three of the four finalists playing this year’s event from the forward tees without
proper USGA sanctioned adjustment to their individual handicaps. When challenged on this point, SGE
Commissioner for Life, Gene “Hooty” Henry had this to say. “I’ll tell you what…I looked at the example in the
handicap manual and the brochure has “Gary versus Bob” competing from different tees. Well how dumb is
that? We don’t even have any players named Gary or Bob!”

Somewhat startled by this explanation, our intrepid reporter concluded the real reason for the “First to
Worst” phenomenon this year was simply the “Golfing Gods” once more exacting their brand of heavenly
humor from our beloved SGE. Amen!!!

Copyright SGE 2010...all rights reserved.
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PRESS RELEASE: FOR ALL MAJOR MEDIA

DATE: APRIL 11, 2011

RELEASE: IMMEDIATELY

SGE ANNOUNCES NEW SUPER-SENIOR TOUR

Before a room jammed full of golfing reporters, SGE Commissioner Gene Henry strode to the podium to handle reporter’s questions regardinghis just-issued
Press Release announcing the new SGE SUPER SENIOR TOUR.

Commissioner Henry began his comments by stating that he was delighted to host this conference here in Haines City. “We consider this our home-away-from-
home, and it’s great to be back”, the Commissioner said with a smile. He chose to ignore a rather nasty comment form one reporter regarding the extended
bankruptcy state of their Greeenlefe golf course.

Henry continued “As many of you know this is our first major press release since 1993, when we announced the SGE SENIOR TOUR”. Several reporters had
quizzical looks, which set off a mad scramble to retrieve a copy of that Release. Finally one reporter returned with a yellowed copy, and immediately hollered
“Who the hell is Al Seibert?”

Henry raised his hand to calm the crowd and continued, “I have carefully chosen two able members of our group to head up this new organization – Phillie
Turrie, Competition Chair, and Watty Watson, Odds Maker”. Immediately from the back of the room came “That’s ridiculous – they’re both older than dirt!”
“Exactly”, the Chairman deftly replied. “I’ll tell you what – these two bring a vast treasure trove of knowledge to the organization”. Henry saw absolutely no
conflict of interest in the fact that Turrie won last year’s Tournament.

Immediately after Commissioner Henry’s Press Conference concluded, the Other Tour Commissioner Tim Finchem issued his own statement. “I think their
announcement today is smack on. The age of this group perfectly matches the rapidly aging demographics of our country, and I predict a large crowd turnout
for the Tournaments. And, who knows, they might actually see an occasional good shot or two. But don’t count on it

Soon afterward, the Las Vegas betting odds were released. Those odds follow . . . .

LAS VEGAS ODDSMAKER CATEGORIES:

O Best Bets - Even Money
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O Next Best Bets - 5/1

O Sometime Contenders - 10/1

O Very Longshots 50/1

O N.F.W. 100/1

BEST BETS – Even Money:

PHIL TURRIE - In 1993 we wrote – A true enigma on the SGE Tour, Phil often flashes moments of brilliance and inspired play, but then, just as quickly, reverts
to form. Fans blame this on a very short attention span. Needs to shorten his backswing.

UPDATE – Hard to bet against the Defending Champion, but he is, after all, another year older.

DAVE GAFFNEY – In ‘93 we wrote – Another former SGE Champion, and a marvelous ball striker, the Duke is at his finest under pressure. He recently received
a call from Ben Crenshaw, requesting putting lessons. Has a remarkable resemblance, in his looks and his game, to Lanny Wadkins. Will be a solid favorite if
he gets to the tee on time.

UPDATE – Nothing has changed, except that he has once again gone back to work, which gives new hope to competitors.

TOM SMITH – In ’93 we wrote – A fiery competitor and the only 3 time SGE Champion, it’s hard to bet against this man. Known by other tour players as
“Rabbit”, due to his uncanny ability to hear small birds chirping three fairways away. Definitely even money.

UPDATE – Somewhat more mellow now – only hears birds chirping one fairway away. Some wonder if the more mellow man would have won more recently if he
had retained the fire of early days. Still, even money.

WIRT COOK – No report in ’93.

UPDATE – When he first appeared on tour, it was not a pretty sight - many problems with his game, too numerous to detail here. However, Wirt has diligently
set about to improve his game, and today must be considered a serious contender. Plays the high-cut Nicklaus “Power Fade” and putts with a broom- sneaky
good! He recently got a big boost from signing a lucrative endorsement deal with SNICKERS – watch out. Low index but this guy can play to it!

NEXT BEST BETS – 5/1:

DAVE THOMAS – In ’93 we wrote –Equaled only by Smith in his competitive intensity, Thomas once refused to give his Mother 3 shots a side. A champion in
1990, Dave often sleeps with a yellowed picture of his trophy.
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UPDATE – Golfing fans expected, after his retirement, and his proximity to Tiger, that many wins would now be in store for this former Florida pitcher, but not
so far. Still sleeps with Trophy picture, however.

DON COGGIOLA – in’93 we wrote – Seldom a factor in past events, partially due to late hours activities (he once invited Trevino to the SGE), and also
handicapped by a noticeable lack of talent. Last year, however, saw a remarkable turnaround. Equipped with a new set of high-tech clubs, golfing fans were
amazed with his vastly improved distance off the tee. Watch this man.

UPDATE – Still somewhat handicapped on the talent side, he none the less made a spirited run into the last day of the tourney’s final day, before wilting. Will
this finally be the year for the Cogg? Stay tuned.

PAT KEARNEY – In ’93 we wrote – Another former Champion from years past (1985), and only 1 of 2 players to record a hole in one in Tourney play, Pat’s
performance in recent years has been rather dismal. Perhaps he, like Seldom, was just not ready to handle his newfound fortune and fame. Or, perhaps it was
the groupies. Regardless, smart money has been moving away from this man.

UPDATE – Perhaps it was because of all of the groupies leaving, P.K. put in a very respectable showing last year. Rumor has it he is gearing up for one final last
push to the top this year. Will he make it? Don’t count on it.

DAVE THILLEN – In’93 we wrote – Once categorized as a N.F.W. player, Thor has consistently improved both is handicap and his game, and now has moved into
the Serious Contender category. Each year, golfing fans are truly amazed at his ability to even hit the ball, given his pretzel-like swing.

UPDATE – A solid Next Best Bet player, who could possibly break through this year. Smart money says, probably not.

SOMETIMES CONTENDERS – 10/1:

TOM SPROTT – In ’93 we wrote – Often a contender, odds makers are undecided whether Tom’s total swing makeover can push him to the top. Clearly,
advancing age has Sprotty’s clock ticking rather loudly, and loyal fans wonder whether he can handle the rapidly mounting pressure to win. Tom is often
confused with Touring Pro and entertainer. Peter Jacobson.

UPDATE – Still resembles Peter Jacobson in that neither has won in a very long time. However, Sprotty’s hopes have been brightened recently with his signing
of a very lucrative endorsement deal with AARP.

GENE HENRY – In ’93 we wrote – A two-time Champion is 1982 – 1983, little has been heard from the Commissioner in recent history. Many new golf clubs and
many new swings have not been able to make a difference. Seeking to reverse his slide from glory, Gino recently made an extended visit to a California golf
farm, run by Betty Ford.

UPDATE – Recently made a trip back to Betty Ford’s golf farm, this time for extensive therapy on sand saves. Prognosis – you don’t want to know!
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AL DUFFIELD – No ’93 report.

UPDATE – Since the Duff moved to the Left Coast many years ago, his game has been solid, yet unspectacular. Expect more of the same this year. Now that
Duffer is living in year-round golf weather from summers in Tahoe to winters in Palm Desert living the good life we keep waiting for that winning form to
return. One of best golf swings on SGE - Don’t expect him to win, however.

RALPH MARTINO – In ’93 we wrote – Little has been heard from this former SGE Champion since 1984. Will Martino ever win again? Will the Skyhook ever
have moments of glory? Or will Ralph accept a very lucrative offer as Head Chef for Pizza Hut? Stay tuned.

UPDATE – Well, Guido didn’t take the Pizza Hut job, but perhaps he should have. Occasionally a contender, many fans think he is still haunted by his playoff
loss to Watty 2 years ago.

Color him “Not this Year!”

VERY LONGSHOTS – 50/1 :

STEVE HEARD – In ’93 we wrote – Golfing fans worldwide constantly seek answers as to why this portsider has not been able to repeat since his inaugural SGE
win in 1978. Has his initial winnings from that victory caused complacency? Did the massive publicity and rich product endorsements dull his competitive
fires? Can he return to his glory days? Odds makers say – not likely.

UPDATE – For Seldom, the same questions remain, and the odds makers now say 50/1.

DAVE BOUCHER – In ’93 we wrote – Voted by odds makers as most likely to extend his non-winning record. Scrape’s fine short game is offset by increasingly
erratic wood and short iron play. He recently tied Bill Jackson’s record for most helicopter throws, and definitely needs to work on showing more emotion on
the course. Clearly a contender for the coveted Absolutely Last Award.

UPDATE – Always a center of controversy, Dave had a rather unwelcome issue surface regarding his possible service as a men’s room attendant at the Atlanta
Airport. More recently, his pleadings for more handicap shots has created a stir among other contestants. Since ’93, however, he did manage to win once,
which did elevate him from the dreaded N.F.W. category. Smart money says he’s on the way back there, quickly.

DICK ANDERSON – In ’93, no report.

UPDATE – A wonderful striker of the ball, with tremendous distance off the tee, Dick is clearly the most polished among all contestants. All players lust after
him – as a Scramble partner. With these qualifications, how can he not win? Simple – not enough shots, and the shot differential grows larger year after year.
As good as he is, he’s probably headed to the N.F.W. category.
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MIKE MCCARTY – In ’93 we wrote – Another truly great ball striker, thousands of golf fans wonder when Mike will collect the coveted SGE Trophy. Fans still
remember his generous contribution of golf balls to other underprivileged players. They also remember the numerous fines Mike received from the
Commissioner for wearing his hat backward. But, perhaps this is his year.

UPDATE – Eighteen years later, nothing has changed, other than fewer hat fines. People are still asking the question, why doesn’t this man win? Smart money
has no answer, other than betting on someone else, and saying that Mike is another in the loudly ticking clock category.

N.F.W. - 100/1

DOUG LeGRAND - In 1993 we wrote – Clearly one of the SGE’s most colorful performers, the Grape is frequently attired in bizarre combinations of purple.
Very long off the tee, Grape is often compared to Seve Ballesteros in his ability to hit recovery shots from hell. Would be much higher ranked if he did not
insist on practicing into the wee hours.

UPDATE – All of that wee hours practice has done absolutely nothing for Grape’s golf game, nor have the bizarre purple outfits. Odds makers, in the past, have
wondered why this man cannot win. Now they say the reason is clear – he simply lacks talent.

LARRY WATSON - In ’93 we wrote – After 12 attempts, Watty finally won last year. He ungraciously attributed his win totally to the inept play of opponents.
Never before a serious contender and not expected to be again. In launching a new building business in Orlando, Watty was recently seen wandering along I-4
with a cardboard sign reading “Will Build For Food”.

UPDATE – Well, Watty did defy the earlier prediction and picked up a few more wins. But those winning days are now ancient history. With a current swing
speed of 47 MPH, Watty is now rivaling John Keegan in winning short drive contests. Odds makers say alarms are going off on this contestant’s clock, which
will insure a N.F.W. finish. But he still foolishly insists that he can beat Turrie.

FRANK ELLIOTT - No report in ‘93

UPDATE – One of the relatively new puppies more recently added to the SGE Tour, many expected his young age and considerable length off the tee would
make him a heavy favorite to capture numerous trophies. But, it was not to be. Perhaps his extensive investigational reporting duties for the Haines City
Citizen have subtracted from his golf practice time. Perhaps it’s no talent. Whatever, odds makers say this ink-stained contestant is DOA at the SGE.

BILL JACKSON - In ’93 we wrote – Blessed with a marvelous golf swing, and great distance off the tee, Action has many times been rated the favorite.
However, advancing age and horribly frayed putting nerves have only served to further atrophy an already unsteady putting stroke. Was recently seen on the
putting green practicing with a long-handled croquet mallet.

UPDATE – Action did defy the odds makers by finally winning, but his win was tainted, as he had installed numerous artificial body parts – fans now call him the
bionic Action man. To win again, he must also add some bionic putting nerves, to which medical science says - N.F.W.
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